
How do we understand and explain how we use early recollections as a 
research method for finding fuller meaning in the values of wellbeing we 
intend to promote in our practices?  

Abstract 
In this paper, early recollections are used for finding fuller meaning of practice values 
emerging through Living Educational Theory research in practitioner self study. Early 
recollections are an Adlerian technique for discovering an individual's motivation. 
This paper analyses a workshop given at the International Committee of Adlerian 
Summer Schools and Institutes (ICASSI), where two practitioner researchers present 
early recollections as a Living Theory research method. As part of their self studies, 
video evidence is produced to show the presenters living their values and 
participants learning about values motivating their practice. Self-awareness from 
early recollections appears to be a useful learning stage in understanding and 
improving values-based practice and enhancing wellbeing. 
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Wellbeing; Private logic; Self-awareness. 

Introduction 
Practitioner researchers, Sonia and Robyn, introduced a workshop called 'Early 
recollections (ERs) as a research method for practitioner self-study.' at the ICASSI 
summer school in Sibiu, Romania, July 14-27 2019. We approached the workshop 
as a way of answering questions about usefulness and validity of using ERs as a 
research method for practitioners interested in using a Living Educational Theory 
(Living Theory) approach. A living-theory is a practitioner's explanation of uniquely 
constructed working practices, motivational values and their influences. Huxtable 
and Whitehead describe Living Theory as: 

'a form of self-study research in which practitioners research questions that 
are important to them to generate their values-based explanations of their 
educational influence in their own learning, the learning of others, and the 
learning of social formations.' (Huxtable & Whitehead, 2008, p. 1)  

An ER is an analysed recollection of an incident, usually recalled from before 10 
years of age, portraying the individual's personal priorities in their life.  In research to 
clarify values that motivate a practitioner's working style, early life experiences 
appear foundational in the development of future motivation (Hutchison, 2019, 
Pound 2000, 2019). We wished to offer ERs as a practitioner research method to an 
Adlerian audience. In non-Adlerian research groups, we heard questions about 
usefulness of early memory for understanding adult life and about reliability of self-
remembered childhood experiences. How could exploring ERs act as stimulus for 
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practice change? How do we distinguish between therapeutic process and valid 
research for self-awareness and practice improvement? 

This paper will show how we considered these questions in the workshop and 
highlight areas requiring further research. We analyse a video from the workshop to 
show how we understand and explain how, as practitioners, we each act to promote 
wellbeing amongst people we meet. 

Who are we? 
We are practitioner researchers based in the UK who are members of a Living 
Theory research community exploring how we understand, improve and explain what 
we are doing. 

Sonia: The context of my research is looking at my life as I have come from being a 
child in care to leading charities and social enterprises. I am undertaking self-study 
using a Living Theory approach for my Ph.D. I came to an impasse in my research, 
when I lacked a way to satisfactorily research the impact of my early life as a child in 
care. Fellow Living Theorist, Robyn Pound, offered to help me use Adlerian ERs to 
find insight into how my early life influences my practice. I had no previous 
knowledge of Individual Psychology or Adlerian practice. However, with Robyn and 
other Adlerians on Skype, I explored my ERs, my life priorities and their implication in 
my practice values. I name my values as love, hope, justice and participation. The 
meanings I give my values are: 

• Love being a powerful force of compassion and action to improve (my 
own and) others' lives. 

• Justice is acting to ensure that people are treated fairly and right.  
• Hope is an active ability to hold space open for better possibilities. 
• Participation is actively engaging people in shaping and changing (our) 

world for the better’. (Hickey et al., 2014, p. 11) 

Robyn: I am a retired public health practitioner (health visiting) using Individual 
Psychology and Living Theory research. Individual Psychology offers practical 
solutions for professional practice with families and communities by providing 
understanding of why people behave and respond with each other as they do. In 
doctoral research, 'Alongsideness' became a term describing the collection of values 
I strive to live in my relationships.  

It relies on my respect for people, whom I see as being in a process of 
becoming, as I am myself.  As I foster connections with people, often using 
light-heartedness, I also need to accept differences in other people’s beliefs.  
My endeavour to ensure individuals experience their self-determination calls 
for my encouragement of their process. (Pound, 2003, p.187)  
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These are the values I brought to this enquiry. 

What are ERs and how do they become a research method? 
Adler described ERs as one of the most important discoveries of Individual 
Psychology (Adler, 1929, p. 121). He explained how individuals build assumptions 
about themselves into consistent styles for interpreting and facing life experiences. 
ERs offer metaphors for how people currently perceive themselves, other people and 
their world, projected through a personally created 'life style'. It does not matter if the 
event in the ER is real or imagined because the account emerges from the 
individual's interpretation and reaction to events that hold consistency and 
significance for them. Adler says: 

There are no 'chance memories'. Out of the incalculable number of 
impressions which meet an individual, he chooses to remember only those 
which he feels...have a bearing on his situation.  Thus, his memories 
represent his 'story of life' ...to meet the future with an already tested plan of 
action. (Adler cited in Powers and Griffith, 1987, p. 187) 

Having low tolerance for cognitive dissonance, Festinger (1957) suggests, we do as 
we think and we think as we do. In other words, “We hold on to, and express, stories 
that are in agreement with how we perceive the world. It is for this reason that 
incidents are remembered and retold in accord with our self-perception and world 
view” (Mosak & Pietro, 2006, p. 279). Early memories are patchy, requiring gaps to 
be filled with detail and feeling, projected through our constructed sense of our self 
and our preferences for functioning. Themes and presentation of ERs therefore 
differ, as current preoccupations influence, not only which story to tell, but how it is 
told and details that hold significance. Every detail adds meaning to the individual's 
emotion and purpose. For this reason, the ER interpreter's knowledge of Individual 
Psychology and their own biased assumptions of life could, if unacknowledged, 
influence conclusions drawn from interrogating another person's lifestyles (Ibid, pp. 
53-56). 
 

Individual Psychology offers a theory of human emotional need and functioning that 
has educational application in parenting and relationship training and assists 
problem-solving in the restoration of useful relationships (Lew & Bettner, 1996).  In 
these contexts, ERs rarely play a part because in families and community groups 
focus is on understanding and responding to emotional needs presented in situations 
for the educational benefit of all involved (Pound, 2013; 2020). Asking how 
individuals each arrived at their perspectives on life in the first place is not usually 
used in this process.   
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ERs therefore, are useful in the process of learning about Individual Psychology and 
for training psychotherapists so the therapist can distinguish their own from their 
client's perceptions.  ERs help uncover aspects of private logic that persistently 
demand disharmony and dis-ease, to facilitate new awareness with possibility for 
change. Enhanced self-awareness allows choice about how one's style might be 
more usefully employed for rewarding relationships.   

In research ERs enable researchers to explore their histories to find a private logic of 
priorities  that throw light on chosen values, personal goals and preferences, in the 
endeavour of improving practice relationships. 

Sonia: My interest in ERs is different. I am creating my living-theory methodology to 
uncover answers to my question about how I avoided common negative statistics 
from being a child-in-care, to enable me to embark on a productive life and help me 
improve my practice.  Therefore, I am neither undertaking training as a psychologist, 
although I find Adlerian theories personally useful, nor am I looking for counselling. 
Inevitably, I find therapeutic value in my awareness-raising process.  As a research 
method, techniques used to collect ERs in training and during psychotherapy are the 
same.  Care is taken to collect and interrogate ERs using techniques that avoid 
contamination from the assumptions and interpretation of the listener.  ERs are 
usefully grounded in the emotions that prompt them.   

Robyn, who is Adlerian trained, collected my ERs in the beginning. Later, I joined the 
Adlerian Skype Research Group (ASRG) with four Adlerian psychologists where I 
cross-checked the assumptions I was uncovering.  Before ICASSI I practised by 
gathering ERs from Robyn, which helped her uncover previously unrecognised 
features of her values. At ICASSI I received a week of tuition in ERs and further 
explored my perceptions.  

The workshop 
We were both confident that we were onto a useful idea for researching practitioners, 
even though there appeared to be questions amongst educational researchers at 
home. At ICASSI, the inviting engagement and encouragement from everyone we 
met enhanced our confidence to be open in sharing our purpose and expecting 
honest replies. 

Robyn: I found Sonia considerate and generous. Our sense of connection, already 
strong, was strengthened, enabling  a pleasurable 'alongside' experience. ICASSI 
delegates also lived inclusive values and genuine interest all week in the workshops. 
It was invigorating as Sonia and I chattered about what we were learning in our 
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separate workshops and how we interpreted them  for our lives and research. I was 
thrilled to see how quickly she grasped the essentials of Individual Psychology from 
the lectures, workshops and conversations. She had expressed concern as we 
arrived that she was present under false pretences without Adlerian knowledge. By 
day three I was prompted by hearing her speak German with a group, to send her a 
text, 'Ich bin ein Adlerian'. She agreed, 'Yes, I am an Adlerian'. This was a 
memorable moment because she was now appearing confident in embracing and 
embodying theories resonating with her own researching life. For me, the workshops 
were useful for interpreting Adlerian theory in new contexts - art and play therapy 
relevant for my practical interest in therapeutic postnatal groups.  

Sonia: Developing ERs as a research method and preparing for ICASSI with Robyn 
was a joy. I was concerned that ERs are normally used as lifestyle assessment for 
therapy. Using them as a research method could step over from research into 
therapy. However, I realised in the conference and workshops that the Adlerian 
community are inclusive and people are encouraged to engage at the level of their 
knowledge and experience. I now realise that without training in Adlerian 
Psychotherapy the depth ERs can open up for you is limited. It is the experience of 
the therapist and expectations of the client that allow ERs to become therapy. Whilst 
there might be therapeutic benefit that I gain from ERs I am unable to act as a 
therapist. I think this creates a safety mechanism in the process of using ERs as a 
research method. We discussed this in the Adlerian Skype group where I was 
offered opportunity for separate therapeutic support if a need arose.  

We agreed “to keep the boundaries of research, so no one feels responsibility as my 
therapist” (S. Hutchison, personal communication, June 24, 2019) and “If we identify 
potential for further investigation outside this remit, we can name a therapist.” (R. 
White, personal communication, June 24, 2019). I now think using ERs is no more 
likely to provoke need for therapy than any other form of research in subjects that 
could have an emotional impact, whether these are about ones self or others. 

Practitioner self-study workshop using ERs 
Our first intention offering a workshop was to ask delegates about the usefulness of 
ERS for reflecting on their own practice. With help from the Adlerian Skype research 
group we designed a plan relevant for this audience: 

'Our workshop invites your help in developing your learning and extending 
ours in using Adlerian ERs for finding fuller meanings in the self-ideals 
underpinning values we each claim motivate what we do at work.' 

Our second aim was to show our use of values to explain how we practice and 
explore the fuller meanings of these values using ERs. We would introduce a link 
between personally created life priorities, personal values at work and a method for 
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exploring them for practice improvement. Living Theory was likely to be a new 
research approach for participants. 

We wanted to show how the workshop formed part of our reflective self-studies as 
we asked questions about how we could understand, improve and explain what we 
were doing to improve our practices. To be clear about reasons for explaining values 
motivating us in how we practice we added, 'to promote wellbeing amongst people 
we meet'. By wellbeing we refer to the Adlerian model of basic human emotional 
needs clarified by Lew & Bettner (1996) to connect with others, to feel capable, to 
experience self-worth and have courage to cope in the face of adversity. 

Our third aim was to show educational influence from what we do. We wanted to 
show how our values were observable in our actions and these values have 
discoverable roots in our early recollection. Moira Laidlaw describes educational 
influence as, 

a process in which individuals develop their potential (be it intellectual, 
emotional, and psychological, and it’s usually all three), and ground this 
greater awareness by taking increasing responsibility for their own learning. I 
consider what is educational as having to contain learning about one’s own 
existence in the world of others, and ways which can singly and together lead 
to hope in the flourishing of humanity. (Laidlaw, 2008, p. 31) 

Our values seek to promote our own wellbeing and that of others including 
intellectual, emotional and psychological wellbeing. We see the use of ERs as a 
method for learning more about our values and our existence in the world with 
others. In this way we see our influence rippling out beyond ourselves in a way that 
could influence others, giving hope for 'human flourishing’.  We believe that by 
introducing ERs and Living Theory research to ICASSI practitioners we are 
spreading educational possibilities internationally. 

We agreed to use a 'socially interested' conversational presentation approach to 
include the audience. Our experience of equality in knowledge, openness and 
contribution during the week led to this style. Connection between curious fellow 
delegates became part of the enabling climate. The ASRG suggestion of a birth 
order activity as warm up was helpful. We joined in about the influence of birth order 
on our own behaviour. The group then returned to thinking about practice values by 
sharing ERs relating to their own practice, in pairs or triads. 
 
Video analysis for verifying and explaining values 
We are grateful to Fox, an Adlerian delegate who videoed the event. He allowed the 
camera to rest on conversations capturing interactions and relationships to enable us 
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to review how we present ourselves, how we were received and to check we act as 
we claim. The video can be accessed at https://youtu.be/vJa9TNaOG3E. “In Living 
Theory research digital data is used as evidence in a values-based explanation of 
educational influences in learning” (Whitehead, 2018, p. 45). Here we analyse the 
video of the presentation. Analysis shows the ease of our being together in 
communication with delegates. We express our intention to understand why we do 
what we do for improving it. Consistency is evident in our responses, making our 
uniquely individual approaches to life observable in our ways of being. In a video clip 
at 26:36 minutes: Sonia declines Robyn's assumption that everyone would know 
how to collect an ER. Her inclusiveness by this consideration proved correct. 
  
Robyn: Discussion about practice values flowed more readily in the workshop than I 
anticipated and it was easy to encourage participants by acknowledging the validity 
of their cautious suggestions.  See video clip at 14.25 minutes for a participant's 
identification and development of her values of connection and honesty. The Crucial 
Cs (Lew & Bettner, 1996), now widely referred to during ICASSI, provided a 
comprehensible way to explain our shared values. In this clip, Sonia and I believe we 
are responding to our values of enhancing the capability and self-worth we see as 
essential aspects of wellbeing. 

Some participants declared limited experience in collecting ERs and used our 
handout for guidance. Syllogisms were also new to some. Reading since ICASSI 
showed Mosak & Di Pietro (2006) do not use syllogisms but construct interpretations 
from the given recollection, with questioning for clarification as necessary. We find 
syllogisms useful as it allows the ER provider to take part in the interpretation and 
adds an extra layer of clarification to find the most important theme.The ER providers 
expressed recognition of the relevance of this insight in their current practice values 
and behaviour. This is important to our purpose of enlightening self-awareness, in 
contrast with a therapeutic purpose of personality or mental wellbeing assessment. A 
syllogism used in this way highlights the shared agenda of a more collaborative 
climate in our intentions than appears likely in clinical diagnostic settings. ERs as 
self-awareness “reveal personal dynamics, where one has been, where one is, and 
where one is going” (Ibid, p.xvii). 

New insights can feel therapeutic and offer explanation for why some features of life 
are held as important. Similarly, Mosak & Di Pietro do not use the newspaper 
headline as we use it to help the ER provider identify the most meaningful part of the 
recollection. Instead they ask for 'the most vivid part of the recollection'. This 
'Headline Method' is a way to teach holistic interpretation of ERs to Adlerian students 
to find the essence of the ER by uncovering the central theme - the movement (ibid, 
p.33).  He shows how an ER focus can change by one seemingly irrelevant detail in 
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the account. Sometimes the important theme needs to be identified if there is more 
than one theme.These are fine tuning details more important for counselling.  

In the workshop, an example of clarifying the most important aspect of an ER, came 
from a participant who arrived at 'hope' as her motivation (her value) after recounting 
her ER and its link with her current life. (See video at 44:45 minutes). As she was 
speaking, I noticed the word 'determination' come into my head. 'Persistence and 
determination' would be my usual response to such an incident. In the video, Sonia 
voiced the word 'courage'. This is a good example of the individual nature of 
interpretation drawn from memory and the importance of listening carefully and 
writing exactly what is said, rather than what is assumed was said as influenced by 
one's biased perception. As an aside, Mosak & Di Pietro write about ERs being a 
projection of current functioning. The ER provider's current mood will influence the 
mood described for the time of the memory (ibid, p.139). The theme however will 
remain the same because of the consistency of the personality is such that ERs 
cannot contradict each other (Festinger's cognitive dissonance, 1957). If ERs appear 
contradictory the main theme has probably not been clearly identified (ibid p.140). 

Sonia: The workshop at ICASSI went beyond my expectations. We had prepared a 
full workshop for an hour and I was unsure if we would be able to guide the 
participants to create their own syllogisms in the time. However, I believe every 
group found a value, recalled an ER in relation to the value, and several created a 
syllogism. In that way we met the aims of our workshop plant. Our invitation also set 
out our intention for ourselves: 

'Our presentation invites your help to develop your learning and extend ours 
in the use of Adlerian ERs for finding fuller meanings in the self-ideals 
underpinning values we claim motivate and improve our practices.' 

The discussion at the end of the video shows we were successful in helping people 
find fuller meaning from exploring an ER linked to their practice values. The 
participants gave examples of times they acted on their value as a child and spoke 
about how it helped them understand the connection with the same value in practice 
as an adult. Some went on to speak about strategies they use that are in line with 
their value.  In other words, their uniquely created living-theory of their practice. 

The workshops provided us with data useful for our individual and joint enquiries. 
Together we are enquiring into ‘How can we understand, improve and explain what 
we each do to promote wellbeing amongst people we meet?’ The video gives us 
examples of how we act with our wellbeing in mind and for those who came to the 
workshop. We notice we are careful to avoid “unconsciously … numb(ing) and 
oppress(ing) certain social and cultural groups” (McPhee, 2014, para.45). Rather we 
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are aiming for a more holistic approach to “connect mind, body and spirit, 
overcoming the divisions integral to post-enlightenment modernist understandings of 
the person” (White, 2008, p.2). 

The participants show a buzz through the video where they seem engaged in a 
search for meaning. There is an embodied energy between Robyn and me, and the 
participants, that I believe shows us promoting wellbeing. The picture at 1:12 shows 

the embodied pleasure of us both 
and the participants. This is an 
experience I have felt before in 
workshops such as at the Action 
Learning and Action Research 
Association’s World Congress when 
I led a workshop on using Skype for 
research groups (Hutchison, 2015). 
As I watch the video, I feel “a pooling 
of life affirming energy” (Hutchison, 

2012; Whitehead, 2013) as the participants engage in the workshop, adding to their 
understanding of themselves. I feel this is particularly evident in discussion at the 
end where the participants say what they got out of the workshop.  

Our impact is observable in reactions during the session and moments of insight 
expressed during feedback. At 44 minutes a participant reports that, 'the early 
memory linked perfectly with her job.'   At 42 minutes a participant, referring to her 
ER and her values, reports 'finding elements of today's life in the past, applied on an 
everyday basis in my life'. At 48.30 minutes she speaks of understanding her value 
through her ER, 'helps you to resolve your problem in the present'. I feel our 
conversational way of working promotes our own wellbeing and the wellbeing of 
those we work with, as can be seen in the workshop where everyone joined in.  

Bettner & Lew (2005) developed Adler's and Dreikurs' ideas (p.xii) to create the 
Crucial C’s to Connect, Count, be Capable and have Courage. It is accepted in 
Adlerian psychology that wellbeing occurs when an individual experiences their 
Crucial Cs. In these circumstances the person shows 'social interest' in other people 
with wider concern for their community, environment and society, in a sense of 
‘community feeling'. We encouraged these socially useful qualities in our workshop 
where participants were able to ‘connect’ with each other through the activities and 
the climate of the workshop.  In the video, I see us encouraging warmth, enthusiasm 
and humour. The connections seem to light up interest in each other’s learning to 
improve their practice in socially useful ways. We gave participants a voice by 
allowing them to share what they learnt and participants helped facilitate each 
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other's voices by translating for each other. We gave participants who might find it 
hard to find their voice in a larger group the chance to speak in smaller groups and 
pairs. This intended to help everyone to feel that their voice ‘counted’. This links with 
my value of participation as people were able to have a voice to enable them to 
actively engage. We gave out worksheets to help facilitate their ‘capability’ in 
undertaking the ERs and syllogisms.  

We circled the room supporting the 
individual's 'capability' in using the 
ERs as a research method. The 
video image at 29:06 minutes shows 
Robyn and me encouraging smaller 
groups to feel ‘capable’. Our 
leadership of the workshop intended 
to inspire ‘courage’, as is shown in 
the whole group discussions where 
people exploring and sharing ideas. 
  

In leading the workshop, I felt at ease to be myself. We decided not to designate 
roles but chip in as felt natural. This has helped me understand that my wellbeing 
and my ability to promote others' wellbeing is increased when I am able to be 
authentic. Our approach challenged some of the dominant discourses in leadership 
and the “oft-unmasked negative consequences of leadership … of power and 
domination enabled by overly hierarchical social relations” (Bendell et al. 2016, p. 6). 
Robyn and I do not want to assert our power and dominate others, rather we want to 
use our power in socially useful ways.  

We take a values-based approach that I call participation and Robyn calls 
alongsideness. Our living-theories of how we do this in practice are observable. In 
the image above Robyn comes physically alongside participants by getting on her 
knees to offer help. In a second image taken from her thesis (Pound, 2003) Robyn 
also shows this way of engaging with a family in her work, by getting on the floor at 
their level.  
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My value of participation means I am not seeking power and control, rather, 
throughout the video I invite voices of others.  I am seeking to create a space in 
which everyone influences what evolves.       

At 40:53 minutes the video shows a 
participant describing the value they 
found.  Robyn and I listen intently. I 
see my embodied expression of 
participation as I provide space for 
the participant to engage as he 
becomes part of the co-creative 
process shaping the workshop. 

 
I think the video shows my 
embodied expression of love for     
what I am doing and for working with 
Robyn. In the image taken at 35:23 
minutes I see the joy I am feeling as 
I can see the participants engaging 
with the process. I recall feeling 
excited that the workshop was 
providing an opportunity for 
participants to improve their lives.  
I see Robyn and me in a relational 

dynamic of collaborative sharing rather than a hierarchical position of leadership. I 
experience myself in joyful growth as I am in a process of improving my life through 
the experience of leading the workshop with Robyn and experiencing the growth and 
development of others. Analysing the video has helped me understand a new aspect 
of my value of love as experiencing the joyful growth of myself and others. My value 
of hope is expressed in the workshop plan we put together. The plan projects our 
hope for the imagined outcome of the workshop to ‘improve wellbeing’. I experience 
myself living my value of hope in my practice with courage to try out our plan with the 
group. Unlike the view that leaders should be all knowing, my value of hope leaves 
room for doubt, for trying things out with best intentions and for learning and trying 
again when things do not work. My value of justice is expressed with equity that is 
present in the room  Whilst Robyn and I are bringing ideas, we are not presenting 
them as all-knowing leaders but in a form of enquiry for all participants to explore.  

The video shows that we introduced the participants to a new way of using ERs that 
they can use to improve their practice and in self-study research if they choose. By 
introducing participants from Germany, Romania, China, Hungary and Singapore to 
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Living Theory as an approach we believe we are contributing to developing Living 
Theory as a social movement (Whitehead, 2018). 

Areas for future research 
In order to test the use of ERs as a research method further, a next step will be to 
extend our exploration to people unfamiliar with the Adlerian approach. Practice 
change prompted by the examination of ERs in research requires more exploration. 
It feels likely that the self awareness-raising process of Living Theory research 
enhances ontological security and thoughtful decision-making within our intention to 
promote our own and others' social interest and wellbeng. For our own research, 
clarification of automatic impulses (life priorities) in our relationships could uncover 
inherent motivation for actions 'in the moment'.  From this raised awareness options 
could emerge for doing things differently towards different practice outcomes and in 
addition offer a language for explanation.  Although life priorities (uncovered through 
ERs) do not easily change, intentions for practice in the form of values may be 
modified and developed to suit the job at hand. 

Conclusion 
ICASSI practitioners from different work backgrounds, united by interest in Adlerian 
Psychology, were introduced to Living Theory research for clarifying personal values 
motivating their approach to work.  ERs proved useful as a way of exploring 
particular meanings participants each give to these values and relationship features 
they expect to experience in effective and satisfying working lives. Participants 
identified priorities emerging from their early lives that threw light on current positive 
and negative work experiences. Usefulness was found in identified meanings that 
clarify the particular importance of individual values and why the negation of them is 
personally influential. It was noticed that priorities identified from early experiences 
can be found influencing current work experiences.  This awareness can help in 
understanding and finding solutions to contradictions in values at work.   

By analysing the video of the workshop, Sonia using her practice values of 'love, 
hope, justice and participation' and Robyn motivated by 'alongsideness', enables us 
to each assert our claims to presenting evidence of our efforts to promote our own 
and others' wellbeing in our relationship styles. We believe these practice 
relationships contribute to Adlerian understandings of social interest, community 
feeling and encouragement that we find analogous with wellbeing. We invite your 
comments on whether our workshop aims are achieved. 
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